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The purpose of this bulletin is to advise the YJC Service Provider Network of the YJC
training approach the Ministry of Training Colleges and Universities (MTCU) has
underway in order to prepare you for an October 2015 launch.
WHAT IS HAPPENING:
Over the next couple of weeks, all service providers will receive an invitation to attend a
one day in-class training session that will be held between September 22 and October
15, 2015. As part of your YJC learning experience, MTCU has developed two online
training sessions that you are required to complete prior to attending your classroom
session. These will be available this week on the EOPG.
The ETD-129 YJC Overview Video will provide you with foundational knowledge of what
the YJC program is about.
ETD-131 YJC In-depth Guidelines eLearning is a follow-up to the Overview Video that,
in conjunction with reading the YJC Guidelines, will provide service providers with a
much deeper and comprehensive undersanding of each component of the YJC program
and its delivery model.
NEXT STEPS:
The ETD-132 Making YJC Work in-class session is designed to be an engaging
discussion & case-based learning workshop that is based on the foundational
knowledge gained by completing the pre-requisite eLearning, as well as a
comprehensive reading of the YJC Guidelines. Please be sure to allocate time to
complete these pre-requisites prior to the in-class session.
If your organization has any questions regarding this training, please contact your local
MTCU office.
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